AirLink® Premium with device management and robust mobility reporting

**Reliable Connectivity & Visibility**

AirLink Premium combines out-of-band management with a best-in-class remote network management portal. Compatible with only the XR90 router, this subscription service ensures your mission critical infrastructure operates at peak efficiency and is always accessible.

**AirLink Management Services & Advanced Mobility Reporting**

Easily manage multiple routers, identify problems, reduce downtime and lower your cost of ownership. AirLink Premium includes access to Advanced Mobility Reporting for rich historical reporting on your XR90 router and your entire fleet of vehicles.

**Out-of-band Management to AirLink Management Services**

Your XR90 router includes a dedicated cellular radio built into the chassis of the device. This capability provides always-on access to AirLink Management Services (ALMS), allowing out-of-band management access at no additional cost, with your on-going AirLink Premium subscription.

**Extended Warranty**

Extend your warranty up to 5 years of coverage with an active AirLink Premium subscription.
ACCELERATED AND SECURE DEPLOYMENTS

- No more heavily manual, device-by-device configuration and deployment
- Our device management software enables you to get multiple routers quickly working in the field.
- Easy-to-use configuration templates ensure each device is set-up consistently, to your requirements, and new devices can be simply added.
- Keep your solutions current and secure with real-time monitoring, automatic alerts, and easy access to the latest security patches.

SIMPLIFY OPERATIONS

- Remotely monitor, manage, and upgrade your devices over-the-air, anytime, anywhere
- Advanced Mobility Reporting pre-defined reports provides lightweight AVL and fleet management capabilities.
- Software updates are received automatically and can be deployed to all your devices with one click.
- One point of accountability with a single vendor for routers, connectivity and support.

REDUCE DOWNTIME

- Keep your devices operating at peak efficiency
- Access to knowledgeable technical support 24/7/365 means faster troubleshooting and problem-solving.
- Access to the Advanced Replacement Program for a malfunctioning router means the router can be issued and shipped on the same day its reported to get you back on-line faster.

Sierra Wireless - Supporting Your Success

Sierra Wireless is committed to your success with an additional value added option:

- **Sierra Wireless Connectivity** – Adding our connectivity to your routers can further simplify your deployments.

Visit the AirLink Services Portfolio page www.sierrawireless.com/airlink-services or email sales@sierrawireless.com for more information.

About Sierra Wireless

Sierra Wireless (NASDAQ: SWIR) (TSX: SW) is a world leading IoT solutions provider that combines devices, network services, and software to unlock value in the connected economy. Companies globally are adopting 4G, 5G, and LPWA solutions to improve operational efficiency, create better customer experiences, improve their business models, and create new revenue streams. Sierra Wireless works with its customers to develop the right industry-specific solution for their IoT deployments, whether this is an integrated solution to help connect edge devices to the cloud, a software/API service to manage processes with billions of connected assets, or a platform to extract real-time data to improve business decisions. With more than 25 years of cellular IoT experience, Sierra Wireless is the global partner customers trust to deliver them their next IoT solution. For more information, visit www.sierrawireless.com.

Connect with Sierra Wireless on the IoT Blog at www.sierrawireless.com/iot-blog, on Twitter at @SierraWireless, on LinkedIn at www.linkedin.com/company/sierra-wireless and on YouTube at www.youtube.com/SierraWireless
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